With the development of connected vehicle technology and the emergence of e-hailing services, a huge amount of vehicle trajectory data is being collected every day. Connected vehicles and vehicles offering e-hailing services, like mobile sensors, can provide rich information of traffic conditions. The huge amount of trajectory data could provide a new perspective on the performance measure, diagnosis, and optimization of transportation networks. Attribute to its huge amount and accessibility, trajectory data has become a potential substitute for the widely used fixed-location sensors. There has been some literature estimating traffic volume and queue length at intersections using data collected from probe vehicles. However, some of the existing models can only work when the penetration rate of probe vehicles is high enough. Some others require the prior information of the distribution of queue lengths and the penetration rate of probe vehicles, which might vary a lot both spatially and temporally and usually are not known in real life. To fill the gap, this paper proposes a series of efficient methods for the estimation of queue length, penetration rate, and traffic volume. The proposed methods have been validated by both simulation data and real-field data. The testing results show that the methods can be applied to both under-saturation and over-saturation cases, even when the penetration rate is very low. Therefore, the methods are ready for large-scale real-field applications.
Introduction and Motivation

Introduction
The past few years have witnessed the rapid development of connected vehicle technology and the emergence of e-hailing services. Connected vehicles and vehicles offering e-hailing services, like mobile sensors, can provide rich information of traffic conditions. These probe vehicles in the traffic flow, mounted with Global Positioning System (GPS) devices, record their positions with some frequency which usually varies from every 0.1 second to every a few seconds. The huge amount of data collected from probe vehicles could provide a completely new perspective on the performance measure, diagnosis, and optimization of transportation networks. Therefore, how to estimate the states of transportation networks using the trajectories of probe vehicles has become an interesting and challenging research question.
Queue length and traffic volume at signalized intersections are both important for transportation network performance measure and traffic signal control. In under-saturation cases, the goal of traffic signal control is to minimize the total delay or maximize the number of vehicles passing through the intersection per unit time. Traffic volume from different directions can be used to determine the allocation of green time. Traditionally, traffic volume is measured by fixed-location sensors such as loop detectors. Loop detectors, although can measure traffic volume quite accurately, are notorious, because of the deployment and maintenance cost. In recent years, camera-based vehicle identification systems become popular in some big cities. However, many of them do not work very well at night, or in bad weather. They might also raise privacy issues since the cameras can record the plate numbers of all the vehicles passing through the intersections. In some areas, traffic volume is measured by microwave vehicle detectors which can count vehicles on different lanes simultaneously. In general, these fixed-location sensors are expensive to install and maintain, thus they usually only cover some areas of the cities. In over-saturation cases, the main consideration for traffic signal control is to avoid spillovers which could disrupt the transportation networks. Researchers have developed different methods to estimate queue length. Most of the traditional methods apply shockwave theory to estimate queue length using event-based data collected from loop detectors (Liu et al., 2009; An et al., 2018) . There are also a few studies estimating queue length by combining data from upstream and downstream loop detectors (Lee et al., 2015) , or by applying Bayesian Network to mobile sensor data (Hao et al., 2014) .
As for trajectory data based methods, a stream of literature uses the distribution of queue lengths, stopping positions, or time of joining queues to estimate queue length or traffic volume from a perspective of probability and statistics. In 2009, Comert and Cetin published their seminal paper on queue length estimation using the stopping positions of probe vehicles. They showed that the positions of the last probe vehicles in the queues alone were sufficient for queue length estimation. They also analyzed the quality of estimation results in cases with different penetration rates of probe vehicles (Comert and Cetin, 2009 ). Comert and Cetin (2011) extended their work to both spatial and temporal dimensions. Besides stopping positions, they combined the time when the probe vehicles joined the queues to estimate the queue lengths. Later in 2013, Comert studied the effect of data from stop line detection on estimation results (Comert, 2013a) and proposed a simple analytical model (Comert, 2013b) . Li et al. (2013) formulated the dynamics of queue length as a state transition process and estimated queue length cycle by cycle using Kalman Filter. Tiaprasert et al. (2015) introduced discrete wavelet transform and applied it to estimate queue length cycle by cycle, under the assumption that queue length cannot be zero. Later, Comert (2016) summarized a series of estimators for queue length estimation and evaluated them systematically. Similarly to queue length estimation, Zheng and Liu (2017) applied maximum likelihood estimation to traffic volume estimation, assuming vehicle arrival at isolated intersections follows a time-varying Poisson process. They validated their model using connected vehicle data and taxi navigation data. Zhan et al. (2017) studied citywide traffic volume estimation using trajectory data, by applying machine learning techniques and traditional traffic flow theory. Rompis et al. (2018) proposed an algorithm to identify which lanes the probe vehicles were on and applied the additional lane-level information to queue length estimation.
There is also a stream of literature that applies shockwave theory to probe vehicle data (Ban et al., 2011; Cetin, 2012; Li et al., 2017) , or combines probe vehicle data and loop detector data (Badillo et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017) , to estimate or predict queue length. Since these studies are not closely related to this paper methodologically, they will not be introduced in detail.
Motivation and contribution
Most existing literature introduced above on queue length estimation focuses on cycle-by-cycle estimation, and thus requires the prior information of both penetration rate of probe vehicles and distribution of queue lengths. Nevertheless, these two critical inputs are usually not available. Although a recent study by Wong et al. (2018a) has proposed a novel method for estimating probe vehicle penetration rate solely based on probe vehicle trajectory data collected at intersections, their method cannot handle cases with zero queue. Therefore, it is very hard for the existing literature to be implemented in real field. As for traffic volume estimation, the model in (Zheng and Liu, 2017) assumes vehicle arrival in each cycle follows a time-varying Poisson process. This assumption might not be reasonable in over-saturation cases, considering that arrival process, queueing process, and departure process are all different when the traffic is over-saturated. The method also requires exact signal timing and exact positions of the stop bars, which limits its application in different scenarios. The method in (Zhan et al., 2017) requires ground truth volume data on some road segments to build a connection between their high-level features and the actual volume categories. This implies that their method depends on not only trajectory data but also other sources of data.
Estimating the states of the whole population from a small portion of it Wong, 2015, 2016) , in nature, has to build a connection between the small portion and the whole population by what they have in common. When the traffic is flowing, it is difficult to know how many regular vehicles are around probe vehicles. Consequently, it is almost impossible to estimate the penetration rate of probe vehicles in the traffic. When the vehicles are stopping at the intersections, because the empirical value of space headway in this case is usually around 7.0 m/veh or 7.5 m/veh, it can be roughly known how many vehicles are in front of the last probe vehicle in the queue. Although the number of vehicles behind the last probe vehicle is still unknown, the incomplete information provides an opportunity to estimate the penetration rate of probe vehicles. Therefore, the proposed methods in this paper take the stopping positions at intersections as the common characteristics between probe vehicles and regular vehicles.
However, unlike the existing methods that have a lot of external dependencies, the methods in this paper can estimate queue length, penetration rate of probe vehicles, and traffic volume at the same time, in both under-saturation and over-saturation cases, without knowing the exact signal timing and the exact positions of stop bars. The only data required are trajectory data of probe vehicles and basic transportation network features (such as number of lanes). Therefore, they can be applied to a much wider range of scenarios. The methods have been validated by both simulation and real-field data and thus they are practice ready.
Outline of the following sections
In Section 2, a detailed description and definition of the queue length estimation problem will be given. Depending upon the existence of probe vehicles, queues over different cycles will be categorized into two classes: observable queues (with probe vehicle) and hidden queues (without probe vehicle). Section 3 will present four different methods to estimate the total length of the observable queues; Section 4 will present two different methods to estimate the total length of hidden queues. From the results in Section 3 and 4, it can be seen that penetration rate of probe vehicles is the key in the entire estimation process. In Section 5, two intuitive methods for penetration rate estimation will be given. Then, based on the estimated penetration rate, in Section 6, how to estimate traffic volume and the distribution of queue lengths will be explained. The validation and evaluation of the proposed methods are in Section 7. Finally, there will be some discussions and conclusions in Section 8.
Problem Statement
Description
At a signalized intersection, when a traffic light is red, there might be queues forming behind the corresponding stop bars. In each cycle, the length of the queue, Q, is a random variable, following some distribution.
In a specific queue, some vehicles might be probe vehicles mounted with GPS devices (such as connected vehicles, taxis, or vehicles offering e-hailing services), as shown in Figure 1 . Their trajectories can be collected and stored in a database. The probe vehicles are assumed to be homogeneously mixed in the traffic flow. Let p denote the penetration rate of probe vehicles in the traffic, i.e., when arbitrarily selecting a vehicle from the traffic, its probability of being a probe vehicle is p. For simplicity, like most of the relevant literature does, the average space headway between adjacent stopping vehicles are assumed to be known empirically. Therefore, not only can the probe vehicles be observed, but also the number of regular vehicles in front of the last probe vehicle can be inferred. However, the number of vehicles behind the last probe vehicle is still unknown. Denote the observed partial queue in the ith cycle by q i , which is a sequence consisting of "0"s and "1"s. "0"s represent regular vehicles; "1"s represent probe vehicles. If q i is not empty, the last element of q i will always be "1", because the last vehicle in any observed partial queue is always a probe vehicle. Denote the length of the observed partial queue, i.e., the number of elements in q i , by |q i |.
For the cycles with observed probe vehicles, denote the total queue length (number of queueing vehicles) of these cycles by Q obs , which includes not only the probe vehicles and the regular vehicles in front of the last probe vehicles, but also the regular vehicles behind the last probe vehicles. These queues are called (partially) observable queues because the probe vehicles in them can be observed. For the cycles without any observed probe vehicles, denote the total length of the queues of these cycles by Q hid . These queues are called hidden queues because no vehicle in them can be observed directly. The observation process is demonstrated in Figure 2 . Please note that, if no probe vehicle is observed in a cycle, it does not necessarily mean that there is no queue. It is also possible that no probe vehicle is observed while a queue exists, due to low penetration rate. The goal of queue length estimation in this paper, is to find Q obs + Q hid , and the distribution of queue lengths over different cycles. Denote the number of probe vehicles in a queue by N , which is a random variable. Denote the number of probe vehicles in the ith cycle by n i . If there exists at least one probe vehicle in a queue, denote the position of the first probe vehicle and the position of the last probe vehicle by S and T , which are two random variables. Denote the positions of the first and the last probe vehicles in the ith cycle by s i and t i , respectively. Define random variable X l as an indicator of queue length, i.e.,
Denote the counts of queues with length l in all the cycles by C l . It can be considered as the sum of X l over different cycles. The total number of cycles can be expressed as C = l C l .
A summary of notations
The notations mentioned above are summarized in Table 1 . All the random variables are represented by capitalized letters. The observed partial queue in the ith cycle X l Binary variable to indicate if queue length is l C l
The total counts of queues with length l C The total number of cycles N The number of probe vehicles in a queue n i
The number of probe vehicles in the ith cycle S The position of the first probe vehicle in a queue s i
The position of the first probe vehicle in the ith cycle T The position of the last probe vehicle in a queue t i
The position of the last probe vehicle in the ith cycle Q obs The total length of all the (partially) observable queues Q hid The total length of the (hidden) queues without any probe vehicles 3 Estimation of Q obs Q obs can be estimated through two general approaches. Method 1, 2, and 3 are based on the fact that the probe vehicles are expected to segregate regular vehicles equally between them. These methods only require the number of stopping probe vehicles in each cycle and the stopping positions of the first and the last probe vehicles in the queues, all of which are known. Therefore, the corresponding estimates are constants. Method 4, by contrast, estimates Q obs by Bayes' Theorem, which relies on penetration rate p. Thus the estimator of Q obs in method 4 is a function of p.
Method 1: Stopping positions of the first probe vehicles
Theorem 1: For any integer n ≥ 1,
The proof is in Appendix. Theorem 1 states that given the number of probe vehicles in an observable queue, the expected length of the queue can be obtained from the expected stopping position of the first probe vehicle. Based on Theorem 1, given the numbers of probe vehicles over different cycles, the expected total length of the observable queues can be expressed as
Therefore, by substituting the observed average value i:n i =j si i:n i =j 1 for the expected value E (S | N = j) , ∀j ≥ 1, Q obs can be estimated byQ
= j=1 i:ni=j
Method 2: Stopping positions of the last probe vehicles
Theorem 2: For any integer n ≥ 1,
The proof is in Appendix. Theorem 2 states that given the number of probe vehicles in an observable queue, the expected length of the queue can be obtained from the expected stopping position of the last probe vehicle. Based on Theorem 2, given the numbers of probe vehicles over different cycles, the expected total length of observable queues can be expressed as
Following the similar derivations with method 1, by substituting the observed average value i:n i =j ti i:n i =j 1 for the expected value E (T | N = j) , ∀j ≥ 1, Q obs can be estimated bŷ
3.3 Method 3: Stopping positions of the first and the last probe vehicles
The proof is in Appendix. (It can be easily proved by applying Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.) Theorem 3 states that the expected length of an observable queue can be obtained from the expected stopping positions of the first and the last probe vehicles. Based on Theorem 3, given the numbers of probe vehicles over different cycles, the expected total length of observable queues can be expressed as
Therefore, by substituting the observed average values i:n i =j si i:n i =j 1 and i:n i =j ti i:n i =j 1 for the expected values E(S | N = n i ) and E(T | N = n i ), ∀j ≥ 1, respectively, Q obs can be estimated bŷ
Method 4: Bayes' Theorem
Given the observations of probe vehicles' stopping positions in each cycle, a natural way to estimate Q obs is to apply Bayes' Theorem.
For the ith cycle, given the observed partial queue q i , according to Bayes' Theorem, the probability of the queue length Q being l is
The conditional expectation of queue length is thus
Given all the observed partial queues, the conditional expectation of the total length of the observable queues is
Equation (20) is equivalent to equation (21) due to the fact that
, ∀j, l, as long as the denominators are not zero. Equation (21) is reformulated to equation (22), because
In equation (23), E(C l ), ∀l ≥ 1 can be calculated approximately from the distribution of stopping positions, in the following way. Please note that E(C 0 ), the expected counts of queues of zero lengths, never appears in equation (23).
Suppose the distribution of stopping positions of all the vehicles (probe vehicles and regular vehicles) is given, it implicitly reflects the distribution of queue lengths over different cycles. As demonstrated in Figure  3 , if the maximal queue length is 6, then the counts of stopping vehicles at position 6 (the sixth stopping position behind the stop bar) is equal to the counts of queues of length 6; similarly, the counts of stopping vehicles at position 5 is equal to the total counts of queues of length 5 or 6; the counts of stopping vehicles at position 4 is equal to the total counts of queues of length 4, 5, or 6... As a result, the distribution of stopping positions has a decreasing trend with respect to the distance to stop bar. 
Although the stopping positions of probe vehicles cannot be used to approximate E(C l ) directly, it can be used to approximate pE(C l ). For instance, the difference between the counts of stopping probe vehicles at position 1 and position 2 is an approximation of pE(C 1 ); the difference between the counts of stopping probe vehicles at position 2 and position 3 is an approximation of pE(C 2 )... Denote the approximation of pE(C l ) byĈ l . Then, by replacing pE(C l ) by its approximationĈ l in equation (25), Q obs can be estimated bŷ
The notationQ obs 4 (p) reflects the fact that it is a function of penetration rate p. However, due to randomness, sometimes the distribution of probe vehicles' stopping positions does not follow the decreasing trend. For instance, in Figure 4 , at position 8, there are more stopping probe vehicles than position 7. When this happens, it cannot be directly used to calculateĈ l , because otherwise some of the values will be negative. In this case,Ĉ l can be calculated by solving the following optimization problem.
CalculateĈ l
Denote the observed counts of stopping probe vehicles at position l byc l . A convex optimization problem can be formulated to calculateĈ l as follows. 
subject toĈ l ≥ 0, ∀l = 1, 2, ...
Either (27) or (28) can be selected as the objective function of the optimization problem. Objective function (27) minimizes the sum of squared deviations of cumulative estimates l=iĈ l from the observed countsc i of probe vehicles at all stopping positions i; objective (28) focuses on the percentage deviations instead of the absolute values. w l and v l represent the corresponding weights of each squared error term. Constraint (29) states thatĈ l , an approximation of pE(C l ), should be non-negative.
The idea behind the optimization problem is to make sure the non-negativity ofĈ l , while preserving the information provided by observation to the largest extent. Or, from another perspective, it tries to modify the distribution of probe vehicles' stopping positions to the least extent, such that non-negativeĈ l could be obtained. OnceĈ l is obtained, pluggingĈ l into equation (26) 
Estimation of Q hid
After estimating Q obs , the following question is how to estimate Q hid , as there is no observation at all in the corresponding cycles. Fortunately, the fact that no probe vehicle is observed also contains information.
In last section, four different methods of estimating Q obs are presented. In method 1, 2, and 3, the estimators do not rely on p, thus the corresponding results are constants. Method 4 applies Bayes' Theorem which requires p, therefore the estimatorQ obs 4 (p) is a function of p. In this section, two methods of estimating Q hid will be shown. Method 1 utilizes the ratio between the probability of being observed and the probability of being hidden for each queue, to estimate the total length of hidden queues. Method 2, like method 4 in last section, applies Bayes' Theorem directly, but it requires that the total number of cycles is given as it appears in the final expression.
Method 1: probability of being observable / being hidden
Recall that random variable X l = 1 if queue length Q = l, otherwise X l = 0, as defined by equation (1). For those cycles with probe vehicles observed, the expected counts of queues of length l can be expressed as
For a queue of length l, the probability of being hidden (without any probe vehicle) is P (N = 0 | Q = l) = (1 − p) l ; the probability of being observed (with at least one probe vehicle) is P (N ≥ 1 | Q = l) = 1 − (1 − p) l . Therefore, in all the hidden queues, the expected counts of queues of length l can be estimated by
Thus, the expected total length of the hidden queues can be estimated by
Equation (32) Then an estimator for Q hid , the total length of the hidden queues, can be defined aŝ
whereĈ l , ∀l ≥ 1 could be found using the method shown in Section 3.
Method 2: Bayes' Theorem
According to equation (19), similarly to equation (25), given the fact that no probe vehicle is observed in those cycles, the expected total length of the hidden queues can be expressed as
Please note that the inner summation over l starts from 0, because P (q i | Q = 0) = 1 = 0 if |q i | = 0. Therefore,Ĉ 0 , an estimate of pE(C 0 ), should be calculated. An estimator of Q hid can be given bŷ
The calculation ofĈ l , ∀l ≥ 1, has been shown in Section 3. Here shows how to findĈ 0 .
CalculateĈ 0
In all the queues, the expected counts of empty queues (with zero length) is
Therefore,
An estimator of pE(C 0 ) can be easily defined aŝ
Therefore, all the parameters except p on the right-hand side of equation (38) are known. If stop line detection (such as loop detectors) data are given,Ĉ 0 can be more easily obtained.
Estimation of Penetration Rate
In last section, two methods of estimating Q hid are presented. Both of the estimators rely on p. Apparently, p is the key because only if p is known, can the total queue length be estimated. In this section, two different methods of estimating penetration rate p will be shown. Method 1 is based upon the equivalence between different estimators of Q obs and Q hid . Method 2 exploits the fact that the portion of probe vehicles in the queues should be close to penetration rate p.
Method 1
When estimating Q obs , method 1, 2, and 3 can generate constant results, whereas the estimator given by method 4 is a function of p. Since they all estimate the same variable Q obs , it implies an easy way to estimate penetration rate p by lettingQ
In this equation, there is only one unknown variable p. Therefore, solving the equation will yield an estimate of penetration rate p. Similarly, when estimating Q hid , the estimators given by method 1 and method 2 rely upon only one unknown variable p. Therefore, the following equation can be used to estimate p as well.
A more general expression of this method can be expressed as follows.
As long as it is an equation with a single unknown variable p, solving it gives an estimate of p. Both the left-hand side and the right-hand side can be regarded as estimators of the total length of all the queues.
Method 2
Here is another different way to estimate p.
where Q probe denotes the total number of probe vehicles in all the queues, thus Q probe = i n i . The lefthand side of equation (45) could be interpreted as an estimate of the portion of probe vehicles in all the queueing vehicles. The right-hand side is penetration rate, or the probability of being a probe vehicle when arbitrarily selecting a vehicle from the traffic. Similarly, solving this equation with only one single unknown variable yields an estimate of p.
In practice, when solving p by equation (42), (43), (44) A potential extension is to estimate queue length cycle by cycle (or even in real time), as illustrated in some literature such as (Comert and Cetin, 2009 ). The prior information of penetration rate and the distribution of queue lengths, as required by those models, can be obtained by applying the methods in this paper to data collected during a relatively long period of time (for instance a few weeks). In other words, the methods in this paper could enable the practical applications of some existing studies.
Traffic volume estimation
Traffic volume can also be estimated once p is known. Since the current traffic signal control algorithms do not distinguish probe vehicles and regular vehicles, for each movement at an intersection, the penetration rate of probe vehicles among the stopping vehicles and the penetration rate of probe vehicles among the non-stopping vehicles are the same. Therefore, the total traffic volume can be easily scaled up (Wong et al., 2018b; Wong and Wong, 2018) 
where V probe denotes the volume of probe vehicles for a specific movement.
Validation and Evaluation
Simulation
Input data and ground truth
First, a distribution of queue lengths, for instance Poisson distribution, is pre-determined. Then in each cycle, a sample (queue length) is drawn from the distribution. The queue length represents the length of the whole queue, which is ground truth. For each vehicle in the queue, their types (probe vehicle or regular vehicle) are determined randomly based on penetration rate which varies from 0.01 to 0.99 in different scenarios. According to the vehicle types, the observed partial queues (queues until the last probe vehicles) could be extracted. The input to the proposed methods is the observed partial queues over different cycles.
Results
Some of the existing literature assumes the vehicle arrival process to be Poisson process (Li et al., 2017; Zheng and Liu, 2017) . The proposed method does not assume the queue length follow Poisson distribution, thus is adaptive to any distribution of queue lengths. For demonstration purposes, when testing the proposed methods by simulation, the input data are drawn from a Poisson distribution with λ = 10 for 1,000 cycles. As can be seen from the derivations in the previous sections, the estimation of penetration rate is a key step. Therefore, the focus of the tests by simulation is on penetration rate. Figure (5) shows the results for four different submethods. The horizontal axes represent the ground truth of penetration rates, whereas the vertical axes represent the estimated values. The diagonal in red is for reference. It can be seen that the dots in blue are very close to the diagonals, which implies that the method can estimate penetration rate very accurately. Generally, the submethods of method 2 outperforms the submethods in method 1. Figure 5 : The results of some methods using simulation data In order to demonstrate the impact of sample size on estimation accuracy, data of 100 cycles, 200 cycles, 500 cycles, 1,000 cycles are used in four rounds of tests. The method evaluated is submethod
= p of Method 2. By comparing the results of different sample sizes in Figure 6 , it can be concluded that the larger the sample size is, the more accurate the estimation tends to be. 
Real-field data
The proposed methods are also tested using real-field data. First of all, an area in Suzhou, Jiangsu Province, China is selected, because it is covered by Didi Chuxing's e-hailing services and most of the intersections in this area are covered by the local government's camera-based vehicle automatic identification system. The trajectories of the vehicles offering Didi Chuxing's e-hailing services (penetration rate usually ranges from 5% to 15%) are the input data, while the counts from the cameras are considered as the ground truth of traffic volume. Since the proposed methods cannot deal with right-turn movements (no regular queues), and the lanes with mixed movements (for instance a lane with both left-turn vehicles and through vehicles), only a part of the movements in this area are studied. The selected movements in the area are shown in Figure  7a and Figure 7b . 
.1 Input data
The original data are the GPS trajectories of vehicles offering Didi Chuxing's e-hailing services. The trajectory data contain timestamp, longitude, latitude, speed, etc. The data of the weekdays from May 8, 2018 to May 21, 2018 are used (15 days in total) . At the preprocessing stage, the trajectories are mapped to the transportation network by map matching, using a method like (Newson and Krumm, 2009 ). Then, for each movement, a "snapshot" of its corresponding trajectories is taken every five seconds. From the "snapshots", the positions of all the stopping probe vehicles are identified and the positions of the regular vehicles before the last probe vehicles are inferred by assuming constant gaps between queueing vehicles. Average distance between two adjacent stopping vehicles in the same lane is empirically set to be 7.5 m/veh for peak hours and 8.0 m/veh for off-peak hours. One thing worth to mention is that, the observed partial queues during green phase should be excluded because they could make penetration rate underestimated. For instance, if a (partial) queue (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1) was observed, and five seconds later it became (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), then the latter queue should be excluded because it was discharging.
In the studied area, most movements are corresponding to multiple lanes. However, the accuracy of trajectory data cannot reach lane level, thus it is almost impossible to identify on which lanes the vehicles stopped. Therefore, the stopping vehicles are randomly assigned to different lanes of the corresponding movements. The final input to the proposed method is a list of observed (partial) queues. The random assignment process is repeated for many times to get an average estimate.
Ground truth of traffic volume
Over the roads at the studied intersections, camera-based automatic vehicle identification systems are installed. The cameras can identify which vehicle passes which lane at what time. Nevertheless, not all the vehicles can be successfully identified, even at day time. Since all the trajectories of the e-hailing vehicles operated by DiDi Chuxing are known, the identification rate of these vehicles can be served as an estimate of the real accuracy of the cameras. Using this method, the identification rates of the cameras are estimated. The identification rates are then used to project the direct vehicle counts given by the cameras to their real "ground truth". Figure 8 shows the changes of the accuracy of three cameras in granularity of half an hour during May 8, 2018 to May 15, 2018. The accuracy majorly ranged from 80% to 100% at day time. At night, the performance of cameras became unstable over different days. In order to ensure the quality of "ground truth", here the focus is on the estimation of traffic volume during day time. Figure 9 shows the traffic volume estimation results for all the 22 through movements shown in Figure 7a . The three studied time slots, 8 am to 9 am, 13 pm to 14 pm, and 18 pm to 19 pm, are of morning peak hours, off-peak hours, and evening peak hours respectively. The used measure of estimation accuracy is mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). The estimation results show that the method applied (
= p) can estimate traffic volume very accurately, which is sufficient for most signal control and performance measure applications. Figure 10 shows the results for all the 31 left-turn movements shown in Figure 7b . The estimation results for the three studied time slots, although not as good as the results of the through movements, are satisfactory. One possible explanation of the undermined performance is that the traffic volume of left-turn movements is much smaller than through movements, therefore, the number of samples that can be used for estimation is much smaller. Figure 11 shows the ground-truth penetration rates for all the selected movements during the three studied time slots. In most cases, penetration rates are in the range of 5% to 15%. This is a profound evidence that the proposed method can estimate traffic volume accurately in terms of mid-term or long-term signal control and performance measure, even under low penetration rates of probe vehicles. Therefore, it is ready for large-scale real-field applications. (a) They can be applied in both under-saturation and over-saturation cases. In over-saturation cases, the queueing processes are different from the arrival processes or departure processes due to the overflow queues. In other words, assuming Poisson process may not be reasonable in oversaturation cases.
(b) They do not require the exact positions of stop bars. For a specific movement, penetration rate of probe vehicles in any segment of its corresponding lanes is still p, therefore it can be estimated by only using the data in a road segment which may not start from a stop bar.
(c) They do not necessarily rely on signal timing information. As long as the penetration rate of probe vehicles in the queue samples is not biased, the methods can generate accurate results. For example, when the proposed methods are tested using real-field data, the "snapshots" of trajectories taken every five seconds can be used as an input to the model after removing the "snapshots" during green phase, without knowing about signal timing.
2. At all different levels of penetration rates, the methods can generate estimation results with good quality, as long as a sufficient amount of data is given. The more data are given, the more accurate the estimation results tend to be. As a result, the proposed methods have an edge over the shockwave theory based methods which usually require relatively high penetration rate of probe vehicles.
3. The methods can be combined with other sources of data to improve estimation accuracy. For instance, when estimating pE(C 0 ), E(C 0 ) can be estimated by loop detector data.
Limitations of the proposed methods
1. The proposed methods rely on stopping positions to estimate queue length, penetration rate of probe vehicles, and traffic volume, thus may not be used for non signalized intersections, or right-turn movements. To deal with the problem, in engineering practice, one can assume the penetration rates in adjacent movements or at adjacent intersections are close and thus use them as substitutes.
2. When estimating traffic volume for a movement, the proposed methods require that the movement is not in a shared left-through lane or right-through lane. The reason is that if a lane has both left-turn (right-turn) and through vehicles, its queueing pattern might not be the same with other left-turn (right-turn) lanes or other through lanes. Since the accuracy of current trajectory data cannot reach lane level, it is difficult to separate the vehicles that stopped on this kind of lanes from other vehicles of the same movement.
3. Average space headway between adjacent stopping vehicles might vary spatially and temporally. However, because of the accuracy of trajectory data, it is difficult to accurately calculate it for each movement and for each time slot. When testing the proposed methods using data collected in Suzhou, the average distances are set empirically. In the future, if data with higher accuracy are accessible, the values should be estimated independently.
In summary, the first limitation is due to the methodology of the proposed method. However, the second and the third limitations are due to the quality of data that are available. They could be overcome if data with higher accuracy can be collected and accessed in the future.
Contributions of this paper
1. This paper proposes a series of novel methods to estimate the distribution of queue lengths, penetrate rate of probe vehicles, and traffic volume, using probe vehicle trajectories. The methods work well even when the penetration rate of probe vehicles is very low.
2. The proposed methods are adaptive to different scenarios. They work in both under-saturation cases and over-saturation cases. They do not require the information of signal timing and the exact locations of stop bars. The tests by both simulation and real-field data have shown that the estimation results are accurate enough for mid-term or long-term signal control and performance measure, thus they are ready for large-scale real-field applications.
3. The methods can be used to calculate the prior information of penetration rate and distribution of queue lengths, which could enable some methods in the existing literature to estimate queue length cycle by cycle. Alternatively, Theorem 3 can also be proved by combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
